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Los Angeles, April 16, 2019: Top of the World Entertainment has once again been tapped by Word of 
Encouragement Community Church to bring the big laughs, this time in honor of the Church’s 5th 
Anniversary, Saturday April 20th 3pm-5pm in the church’s main sanctuary. The amazing lineup 
promises to have you “laughing til’ you are praising.” The family-friendly production will be 
hosted by a SECRET FAMOUS CELEBRITY who will dibble between comedic performers Kevin Tate, 
Torrei Hart, Howie Bell and London Brown from the hit TV show Ballers. Special guest author 
Trisha Mann Grant will be in the house! Pre-sale tickets are $20 and $30 at the door. Top of the World 
CEO, Twyla Johnson and Pastor Najuma Smith-Pollard are once again joining forces for a memorable 
and unique evening of comedy, something Los Angeles can use right now. 

Twyla Johnson, is Founder/CEO of the boutique firm Top of the World Management TWM® and Top of 
the World Entertainment TWE®. She continues to take SoCal by storm. Industry insiders describe her 
attracting and showcasing the hottest talent in the City as “intuitive and solid.” Famous for her “Last 
Laugh” comedy showcases, Top of the World has consecutively produced sold-out comedy shows at 
popular venues throughout greater Los Angeles. 

In addition to being Pastor of Word of Encouragement Church, Reverend  Najuma Smith-Pollard is 
program manager for the USC Cecil Murray Center for Community Engagement and is a much sought 
after motivational speaker, author, life-coach, radio personality and community activist.

Top of the World’s renowned “Last Laugh” comedy shows packed houses with its comedy events 
hosted by dynamic and well known comic-actors like Ray Grady, Melanie Carmacho, Scruncho and 
Tacarra Williams. The “Last Laugh Comedy Series” will sizzle again this Summer 2019. Stay 
tuned!!

Top of the World Management is LA’s “go to” firm with an eclectic roster of talent from the cutest 
babies to established performing artists and athletes. Twyla specializes in casting commercials, movies, 
feature films, film-shorts, videos and web-series.

You can contact and follow Twyla Johnson for event updates, casting, auditions and recently booked 
projects on Facebook at Top of The World Management, on Twitter@entertainmentag; on Instagram 
@entertainmentmanager and on YouTube.

Contact: Twyla Johnson at johnson_twyla@yahoo.com for inquiries.


